In this assignment you have to write a summary and critique of your assigned SE book reading (between 1000 to 1500 words). Write it as it were to post it on Amazon.com as a reader’s review. In fact, after I will grade it I might ask you to post it there.

You are free to decide on the structure of this review (summary and critique) but in any case it should include the following:

- Title of the book, author(s), publisher, year of publication, and number of pages
- Main goal(s) of the book
- Main ideas put forth by the author(s) of the book
- The book’s intended audience
- Several notable concepts, items, or bits of information (at least eight)
- Several positive aspects of the book (at least three)
- Several things that could have been done better in the book (at least three)
- Your evaluation of the book and recommendations for its potential readers

Because these reviews might be posted on Amazon.com, you should use quotes from the book only in a limited way (with appropriate quotation). For internal (class) use only you may include figures taken from the book. Also, try to write a fluent text that doesn’t simply provide point form answers to my point form guidelines indicated above.